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About the Play

Wendy: A Peter Pan Story is a
play. A play is a story told by
people acting on stage. This play
has 5 actors.

There is live and recorded music
in the play. Sometimes the
music is quite loud. The play
also has flashing lights and
haze.

The play takes place in the
Neverland. A magical game
where anything is possible.
Neverland has lots of rules.

The play will be split in two parts.
The first part will be 50 minutes
long. Then there will be a 20
minute break. The second part will
be 50 minutes long.



About the Play

Wendy: A Peter Pan Story is
full of action and adventure.
So expect some fun sword
fights. 

The show has some songs
and dance sequences. 

The show uses projection,
where images will be
displayed on the set. This is
how we display the magic of
the Neverland.

The show is captioned, meaning
you’ll see the words spoken by the
actors displayed on stage. The
colour of the characters costume is
the same as the colour of the
characters lines.



The Characters

Peter Pan
A magical 13 year old boy who
can’t grow up. Peter wears a
jumper, a hat, shorts and
trainers. Peter’s costume is
green.

Wendy
A 13 year old girl. A young carer
who loves drawing and writing
comics. Wendy’s costume
changes throughout the play but
she always wears orange.

Jon Michael
Wendy’s younger brother, who
lives at home with Wendy and
their Mum. Jon Michael wears
yellow pyjamas.

Mum
Wendy and Jon Michael’s
Mum. Mum wears a bright
pink fluffy dressing gown.



The Characters

Tootles
A lost boy, the second in
command to Peter Pan. Tootles
will be played by the same
actor as Jon Michael and will
be wearing yellow.

Hook
Peter Pan’s nemesis. A
fabulous pirate wearing a
purple jumpsuit and pirate hat.
Hook is played by the same
actor as Mum.

Tink
A fairy that can project different
versions of itself into the world (the
glitch) but its body is very fragile.
Tink is played by an actor with a
puppet and always wears blue.

Mermaids
Sea creatures that want to eat
everything. These aren’t
traditional mermaids, they have
claws, flippers and stylish
sunglasses.



The Story
Scene 1 - The Apartment

Peter and Tink break into the home of Wendy, Jon Michael and Mum. After
hiding around the apartment, they are discovered by Wendy. Wendy is

shocked but eventually agrees to fly to the Neverland with Peter and Tink.
Whilst flying, Wendy is hit by an arrow and falls from the sky.

Scene 2 - The Swamp 
The stage transforms into the Neverland, we are inside Peter Pans game. The

rules are displayed on a computer called a rolodex.
We meet Hook, a fabulous pirate (Hook is played by the same actor as Mum).

Hook is searching for Peter Pan whilst singing a song, mocking him.  



Scene 3 - The Forest
Wendy lies on the floor with an arrow in her chest. Tootles (who
is played by the same actor as Jon Michael) appears with a bow

and arrow. Tootles has shot Wendy, Peter is furious but finds out
that Tink had told Tootles to shoot the arrow.  Peter prepares to
shoot Tootles with an arrow just as Wendy comes back to life. 

Wendy wakes up and is introduced to the world of the
Neverland, she is told of the rules that exist within the
game and that Peter is the only one who can make new
rules. Peter makes Wendy her dream house and Wendy

goes in and starts a rave with lots of light and sound.



Scene 4 - The Jolly Roger
Hook is sitting in their pirate ship with their cat, Pusspuss,

singing about the upcoming battle with Peter Pan. At the end
of the song Hook throws Pusspuss into the lagoon and it

Pusspuss is eaten by mermaids.  

Scene 5 - The Home Under the Ground
Wendy and Tootles are sitting in Peter’s house where

Wendy discovers that she can add rules to the game as
well as Peter. 



Peter and Tink arrive and they all prepare to go to war with
Hook. Tootles and Peter set off to battle and Tink and
Wendy argue about Peter. Tink sings a song about her

Glitch powers.

Scene 6 - The Deep
This scene takes place in an underwater world where

the Mermaids sing about the dangers of the deep sea. 



Scene 7 - Marooner’s Rock 
Wendy, Tootles and Peter arrive on Marooner’s rock, which
is surrounded by mermaids. Peter and Tootles battle Hook
and Hook reveals to Wendy that Peter wants her to be his

Mother. 

Wendy refuses to be Peter’s mother and reveals that she
can add rules to the game too. Hook escapes and Peter and
Tootles abandon Wendy on Marooner’s Rock to be eaten by

Mermaids.

Interval



Scene 8 - Marooner’s Rock and the Deep
Before Wendy is swallowed by the tide she makes a new
rule so she can breathe underwater. In the deep Wendy is
confronted by the Mermaids. The Mermaids tell her that if
she can’t escape the Neverland at moonrise then she will

become a Mermaid.

Scene 9 - The Home Under the Ground
Peter and Tootles get wrapped up in bandages after their
battle with Hook. Peter, Tink and Tootles argue causing

Tink to run away and Peter to go and find Wendy.



Scene 10 - Tinkerbell’s Grotto
Wendy finds Tink in her grotto, Tink is very weak from using

her magic. Wendy and Tink settle their differences and agree
to help each other leave the Neverland.

Scene 11 - The Forest
Hook walks through the forest singing to herself. She finds a

bottle of poison and plans to use it to kill Peter.



Scene 12 - The Home Under the Ground 
Wendy finds Tootles and they make up. Peter then storms in

and calls Wendy a traitor for not being his Mother.Tootles
brings them their nightly medicine but Hook has poisoned it. 

Peter reflects on his bad decisions and prepares to drink the
poisoned medicine. Tink swoops in and takes the medicine
in his place. Peter tries to bring the poisoned Tink back to

life. Tink has one final surge of Magic and we see all of her
alternative versions projected on stage before she

dissapears. 



Scene 13 -  The Jolly Roger
Peter arrives on Hooks ship and finds Hook and Wendy

having tea, he accuses them both of being traitors. Wendy
asks Peter to come and live with her but Peter refuses. Hook

and Peter battle but Wendy stops them by creating a new
rule, ‘Love Wins.’ 

When Peter refuses to fly Wendy home she uses her power
to delete the game and Wendy, Hook and Tootles leave the

Neverland.



Scene 14 - The Apartment
Wendy finds herself back at home and is reunited with Mum.

Peter appears at the window and asks if he can join their
family but he decides he’d like to have one last adventure

first. 

Wendy and Peter say goodbye and Wendy is reunited with
her brother Jon Michael. The play ends with Wendy leaving

the stage with Jon Michael to tell him a story.

THE END


